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A Democracy is Born
Examines the legal and moral complexities democracies face when dealing with
terrorism. This book is useful to students and teachers of law, political science, and
philosophy, as well as to citizens and activists concerned with the impact of
terrorism on civil liberties.

Why Terrorism Works
This highly topical new study clearly shows how there are at least two reasons to
question the central role that is assigned to religion, in particular Islam, when
explaining suicide terrorism. suicide terrorism is a modern phenomenon, yet Islam
is a very old religion. Except for two periods in the twelfth and eighteenth
centuries, suicide was never part of Islamist beliefs and behaviours. Actually, Islam
clearly forbids suicide, hence, the argument that Islamic religious beliefs are the
main cause of suicide terrorism is inherently dubious many suicide attacks have
been carried out by secular organizations with little connection to fundamentalist
Islam: Palestinian Fatah; the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine; and the
Kurdish Workers Party. Moreover, one of the organizations that has employed this
strategy devastatingly and regularly is the LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam).
Not only are members of this organization not Muslim, most of them are not
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religious at all. This superb new book contains essays by some of the world's
leading scholars of terrorism and political violence. It is essential reading for
students of terrorism, political science and Middle Eastern politics, and useful to
students of social psychology, theology and history.

The Roots of Terrorism
This book examines a wide array of phenomena that arguably constitute the most
noxious, extreme, terrifying, murderous, secretive, authoritarian, and/or antidemocratic aspects of national and international politics. Scholars should not
ignore these "dark sides" of politics, however unpleasant they may be, since they
influence the world in a multitude of harmful ways. The first volume in this twovolume collection focuses on the history of underground neo-fascist networks in
the post-World War II era; neo-fascist paramilitary and terrorist groups operating in
Europe and Latin America in the 1960s and 1970s; and the manipulation of those
and other terrorist organizations by the security forces of various states, both
authoritarian and democratic. A range of global case studies are included, all of
which focus on the lesser known activities of certain secular extremist milieus. This
collection should prove to be essential reading for students and researchers
interested in understanding seemingly arcane but nonetheless important
dimensions of recent historical and contemporary politics.
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The Root Causes of Terrorism
In 1979, several world reknowned politicians, ambassadors, academicians, and
journalists met at the Jerusalem Conference on Terrorism to discuss the origins,
nature, and future of terrorism and to propose measures for combatting and
defeating the international terror movements. This conference marked a turning
point in the world's understanding of the problem of terrorism and what has to be
done about it. This excellent collection of articles expressing a broad range of
political opinion on terrorism makes available for the first time the contents of that
conference.

Democracy and Terrorism
Available for the first time in English, this groundbreaking book is an in-depth
investigation of the development of jihadism from the earliest years of Indonesian
independence in the late 1940s to the terrorist bombings of the past decade. The
Indonesian journalist Solahudin shows with rare clarity that Indonesia’s current
struggle with terrorism has a long and complex history. The Roots of Terrorism in
Indonesia is based on a remarkable array of documentary and oral sources, many
of which have never before been publicly cited. Solahudin’s rigorous account fills
many gaps in our knowledge of jihadist groups, how they interacted with the state
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and events abroad, and why they at times resorted to extreme violence, such as
the 2002 Bali bombings.

What Makes a Terrorist
The United States faces no greater challenge today than successfully fulfilling its
new ambition of helping bring about a democratic transformation of the Middle
East. Uncharted Journey contributes a wealth of concise, illuminating insights on
this subject, drawing on the contributors' deep knowledge of Arab politics and their
substantial experience with democracy-building in other parts of the world. The
essays in part one vividly dissect the state of Arab politics today, including an up-todate examination of the political shock wave in the region produced by the
invasion of Iraq. Part two and three set out a provocative exploration of the
possible elements of a democracy promotion strategy for the region. The
contributors identify potential false steps as well as a productive way forward,
avoiding the twin shoals of either reflexive pessimism in the face of the daunting
obstacles to Arab democratization or an unrealistic optimism that fails to take into
account the region's political complexities. Contributors include Eva Bellin (Hunter
College), Daniel Brumberg (Carnegie Endowment), Thomas Carothers (Carnegie
Endowment), Michele Dunne (Georgetown University), Graham Fuller, Amy
Hawthorne (Carnegie Endowment), Marina Ottaway (Carnegie Endowment), and
Richard Youngs (Foreign Policy Centre).
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Mapping Terrorism Research
Explains how the world's democracies can defend themselves against a rising tide
of Islamic terrorism directed by Iran and its allies

Critical Perspectives on Counter-terrorism
Featuring paired pro/con pieces written specifically for this volume, Debating
Terrorism and Counterterrorism : Conflicting Perspectives on Causes, Contexts,
and Responses encourages students to grapple with the central debates
surrounding the field of terrorism. With topics ranging from the root causes of
terrorism, the role of religion in terrorism, whether suicide terrorism is ever
justified, whether the spread of democracy can help defeat terrorism, and what
trade-offs should exist between security and civil liberties, Gottlieb's outstanding
cast of contributors returns, compelling students to wrestle with the conflicting
perspectives that define the field. Stuart Gottlieb frames the paired essays with
incisive headnotes, providing historical context and preparing students to read
each argument critically. Each selection has been updated to account for recent
world events, policy changes, and new scholarship. New to the reader, and by
reviewer request, is a chapter, "Can Global Institutions Make a Difference in
Fighting Terrorism?"
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Rethinking the Roots of Terrorism
DIVThe greatest danger facing the world today, says Alan M. Dershowitz, comes
from religiously inspired, state sponsored terrorist groups that seek to develop
weapons of mass destruction for use against civilian targets. In his newest book,
Dershowitz argues passionately and persuasively that global terrorism is a
phenomenon largely of our own making and that we must and can take steps to
reduce the frequency and severity of terrorist acts. Analyzing recent acts of
terrorism and our reaction to them, Dershowitz explains that terrorism is
successful when the international community gives in to the demands of
terrorists—or even tries to understand and eliminate the “root causes” of
terrorism. He discusses extreme approaches to wiping out international terrorism
that would work if we were not constrained by legal, moral, and humanitarian
considerations. And then, given that we do operate under such constraints, he
offers a series of proposals that would effectively reduce the frequency and
severity of international terrorism by striking a balance between security and
liberty./div

The Roots of Terrorism in Indonesia
September 11 is throwing up some very stark questions for all humanity.What is
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the Bush administration doing in the world?Is US foreign policy making the planet a
safer place for everyone, including Americans, or not?Stephen Zunes takes US
foreign policy in the tinderbox that is the Middle East today and examines the
reality of what successive administrations have been doing in Iran, Iraq, Palestine
and Saudi Arabia. He produces a powerful case that the US faces a fundamental
choice: continue to impose its Pax Americana (supporting repressive regimes and
encouraging arms build-ups) or promote real peace (based on human rights,
international law, and sustainable development). It is a choice that affects us all.

The Struggle of Democracy Against Terrorism
Offering a fresh perspective on the changing face of terror attacks, Terrorism in
America focuses on domestic groups, examining the beliefs, actions, and impacts
of American-based terrorists and terror organizations. Editors Robin Valeri and
Kevin Borgeson and their contributors draw on theories from criminology,
psychology, and sociology to explore the ideologies of right-wing, left-wing, and
extremist religious groups—how and why they convert followers, recruit financially,
and take extreme action against others. No competing text offers such in-depth
and nuanced coverage of the radical ideologies behind these attacks, or the
ensuing fear domestic terrorism creates, as well as the strategies to combat
violent extremism. A core text for domestic terrorism courses and an excellent
supplement for any counterterrorism or homeland security course, Terrorism in
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America brings its singular focus to the growth and evolution of terrorism in the
United States. Interviews, case studies from the field, and chapter themes make
this a highly readable text for criminal justice, psychology, sociology, and
homeland security students, professors, or practitioners.

The Making of Terrorism in Pakistan
This book is primarily addressed to the Muslim and non-Muslim intelligentsia professionals, teachers, students and political activitists - residing in the West as
well as in the Muslim world. It contains chapters that will enable them to wrestle
with the multitute of problems inhibiting a cordial relationship between the West
and the Muslim World. This book, containing edited papers presented in a
conference, hopefully will open serious dialogues for a just peaceful world order.

Fighting Terrorism
Containing essays by an array of top international scholars, this new book provides
a comprehensive analytical critique of the current state of research in the terrorism
and counterterrorism studies field, what it has substantively achieved over the
years and where it should be heading in the future. Offering an overall examination
of research achievements and gaps in scholarly efforts towards understanding
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terrorism as a complex behavioural and social phenomenon, it also assesses
various research approaches into counterterrorism studies, clearly identifying a
pathway for prioritized future research agendas in the field. This future research
agenda is further enhanced by the provision of an appendix containing 444
identified research topics developed by the United Nations Terrorism Prevention
Branch. Mapping Terrorism Research builds a cohesive, interdisciplinary and highquality research agenda in terrorism and counterterrorism for future generations of
academic students, scholars as well as practitioners, and will appeal to students of
terrorism studies, political science and international relations.

Terrorism in America
Terrorism
A philosophical examination of the War on Terror draws a parallel between Islamic
extremism and political movements throughout history, calling for a "new
radicalism" to achieve a free world. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

Tinderbox
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This team of international experts analyses the possibilities and limitations of
preventing or reducing terrorism by addressing the factors that give rise to it and
sustain it. The key questions raised include: * what are the main circumstances
that provide preconditions for the emergence of various types of terrorism? * what
are the typical precipitants that trigger terrorist campaigns? * to what extent is it
possible to reduce the problem of terrorism by influencing these causes and
circumstances? * should we address those factors that sustain terrorist campaigns
rather than root causes? This book is edited by Tore Bjørgo - Senior Research
Fellow at the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), Professor and
Research Director at the Norwegian Police University College.

Debating Terrorism and Counterterrorism
This book aims to explain the rise of Pakistan as a centre of Islamic extremism by
going back to the roots of the state and the nature of Islam in Pakistan. The broad
aim therefore is to examine the social, and political and economic factors that have
contributed to the rise of terrorism in Pakistan. An historical approach
demonstrates how religion per se has not been the dominant factor in the rise of
terrorism in Pakistan. Most Pakistanis have not in the past been susceptible to
Islamic extremism; rather, religion has been largely a cloak to hide the individual
and class interests of the elite, who have promoted, nurtured and supported
religious extremism to advance their personal and class interests. In this sense,
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then, terrorism in Pakistan has been manufactured because of more mundane
political and class interests. A logical consequence of this argument is that the
most effective way of combating terrorism in Pakistan lies in addressing the
underlying political, social and economic problems facing the country. Three major
themes emerge from this historical exploration of the roots of religious extremism
and terrorism: the dominant role of the Pakistani military in politics, economics and
society and the directly related near failure of democracy; the key role that the
USA has played, particularly with its support for military dictatorships; and, finally,
and perhaps most important, the malignant influence of Saudi Arabia and its
promotion of the narrow extremist Wahhabi form of Islam. Each of these factors
has been intertwined and interrelated, and have all contributed to the decline of
democracy and the emergence of terrorism. The author explores the root causes of
terrorism in Pakistan, going back to political developments during the 1930s and
1940s that led to the formation of Pakistan, and then the subsequent history of
Pakistan to the present day. In particular, it focuses on how the state itself created
conditions that were

The Darkest Sides of Politics, I
The Roots of Terrorism
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This edited volume brings together both western and non-western approaches to
counter-terrorism in the post-9/11 era. This multi-cultural study of counterterrorism strategies identifies common lessons from failed and successful attempts
to counter the terrorist threat and provides guidelines for an effective counterterrorism strategy. The book explores the changing dynamics of terrorism from a
range of perspectives – from the global threat posed by home-grown terrorism in
North Africa and the larger security dimensions in the Middle East, to the various
strategies employed by western and non-western societies in their efforts to
develop effective counter-terrorism strategies. Core themes in the book include the
divergent dynamics of the phenomena categorised under the 'terrorism' label, and
the domestic, national and regional variants of international terrorism. As such, the
book offers in-depth analysis of the relationship between the local and the global,
both in the root causes of, and responses to, terrorism since 9/11. This book will be
of much interest to students of terrorism and political violence, security studies
and IR. Asaf Siniver is Lecturer in International Security in the Department of
Political Science and International Studies at the University of Birmingham.

Dealing with Terrorism
Using primary documents and analysis, this two volume set completely breaks
down U.S. counter-terrorism policy both before and after 9/11.
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International Terrorism
This book attempts to show how the misunderstanding of the Abrahamic Covenant
is a major difficulty in resolving the conflicts between Jews, Christians, and Muslims
in Palestine and Israel.

Suicide Terrorism
Many associate terrorism with irrational behavior and believe only lunatics could
perpetuate such horrific acts. Global Alert debunks this myth by anatomizing the
rationale behind modern terrorism. It draws a distinct picture of its root and
instrumental causes and plots the different stages of a terrorist attack, from
indoctrination and recruitment to planning, preparation, and launch. Global Alert
also exposes the measured exploitation of democratic institutions by terrorists to
further their goals. Despite its strong capabilities and extensive resources, the
modern liberal-democratic state is nevertheless subject to the rules of war, which
partially restrict the state's ability to operate and maneuver. Boaz Ganor shows
how terrorist organizations exploit these values to paralyze or neutralize the states
they oppose. In outlining this new "hybrid" terrorist organization and its activity in
both the military–terrorist arena and the political–welfare arena, Ganor advances
an international doctrine for governing military operations between state and
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nonstate actors as part of a new type of armed conflict termed "multidimensional
warfare."

Evolution of U.S. Counterterrorism Policy
In October 2004, more than eight million citizens of Afghanistan turned out to vote
in the first democratic election in the turbulent, 5,000-year history of the country.
This incredible voter turnout in the face of horrific threats and actual bullets,
rockets, and bombs was a shout of defiance and a significant setback to the former
Taliban regime and their al-Qaeda allies. It was a stunning success and serious
step forward for the Afghan people and for the United States in the campaign
against international terrorism. The change is more dramatic than the American
Revolution, in the aftermath of which the new American democracy maintained a
representative form of government similar to its British roots. Written by a former
U.S. Army intelligence officer, this book provides readers with a candid account of
Afghanistan's first presidential election and its subsequent transition to democratic
self-governance. In particular, Morgan speaks to the security apparatus and
measures protecting the election, which marked a defeat for the al-Qaeda and
terrorist insurgents attempting to frustrate Afghanistan's transformation into a
democratic nation.
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Dilemmas of Democracy and Dictatorship
This book investigates the root causes of suicide terrorism and its rapid
proliferation in recent years. Drawing on a variety of sources, the book explores
the use of human bombs in Lebanon, Israel, Sri Lanka, Turkey, Chechnya, Iraq, and
the attacks of Al-Qaeda and the global jihad.

The Historical Roots of Political Violence
Offers the first comprehensive analysis of the wave of revolutionary terrorism in
affluent countries.

Uncharted Journey
Part of ''Democracy and Terrorism'' series, a three volume project intended to
explore one of the most pressing issues: how to reconcile the need to fight
terrorism with our desire to protect and enhance democratic values.

Terror and Liberalism
This volume examines the rationale, effectiveness and consequences of counter
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terrorism practices from a range of perspectives and cases. The book critically
interrogates contemporary counter-terrorism powers from military campaigns and
repression through to the prosecution of terrorist suspects, counter-terrorism
policing, counter-radicalisation programmes, and the proscription of terrorist
organisations. Drawing on a range of timely and important case studies from
around the world including the UK, Sri Lanka, Spain, Canada, Australia and the
USA, its chapters explore the impacts of counter-terrorism on individuals,
communities, and political processes. The book focuses on three questions of vital
importance to any assessment of counter-terrorism. First, what do counterterrorism strategies seek to achieve? Second, what are the consequences of
different counter-terrorism campaigns, and how are these measured? And, third,
how and why do changes to counter-terrorism occur? This volume will be of much
interest to students of counter-terrorism, critical terrorism studies, criminology,
security studies and IR in general.

Cutting the Fuse
Many popular ideas about terrorists and why they seek to harm the West are
fueled by falsehoods and misinformation. Krueger puts the terrorist threat squarely
into perspective, revealing how this nation's sizable economy is diverse and
resilient enough to withstand most terrorist strikes.
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Global Alert
This book examines the relationships between democratic government and
political terrorism. Since the 9/11 attacks, the United States and many of its allies
have declared a ‘war on terrorism’. This struggle has been inspired in part by the
belief is that by promoting democracy they will also bring an end to terrorism.
Where people enjoy the blessings of liberty, they will naturally find peaceful outlets
for the expression of their political views, it has been widely held. Terrorism, on the
other hand, is seen largely as a consequence of repression. Where citizens cannot
choose rulers freely and where dissenting voices are silenced by the authorities,
terrorism and other types of violence appear to follow. Democracy and Terrorism
investigates the link between terrorism and the underlying principles of
democracy, both from an historical perspective and against contemporary
developments in the Middle East and elsewhere. Drawing upon a range of different
case studies, and using quantitative data to investigate statistical links between
the waves of democracy and manifestations of terrorist violence, the book reviews
whether terrorism is in fact constrained by the rise of democratic government, and
the role of the law in fighting terrorism. This book will be of much interest to
students of terrorism, political violence, democratisation, security studies and
International Relations in general.
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The Political Economy of Terrorism
"Krueger provesthat terrorists are not desperately poor killers but well-educated
politicians using violence to draw attention to their 'market'--violent
change."--Hernando de Soto, author of The Mystery of Capital. Features a new
Introduction by the author.he author.

Can Terrorism Be Prevented?
Emphasizing a positive approach to dealing with terrorism (the carrot), this book
provides a critique of deterrence policy (the stick) which can be ineffective and
even counterproductive, and proposes three alternative and effective anti-terrorist
policies: Decentralization reduces vulnerability to terrorist attacks. A system with
many different centers is more stable due to its diversity, enabling one part to
substitute for another. Positive incentives can be offered to actual and prospective
terrorists not to engage in violent acts. Incentives include: reintegrating terrorists
into society, welcoming repentents and offering them valued opportunities.
Diverting attention by naming several terrorist groups potentially responsible for a
particular terrorist act. The government thus supplies more information than the
terrorist responsible would wish.
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International Terrorism Post-9/11
The events and aftermath of September 11, 2001, profoundly changed the course
of history of the nation. They also brought the phenomenon known as terrorism to
the forefront of the nation's consciousness. As it became thus focused, the limits of
scientific understanding of terrorism and the capacity to develop policies to deal
with it became even more evident. The objective of this report is to bring
behavioral and social science perspectives to bear on the nature, determinants,
and domestic responses to contemporary terrorism as a way of making theoretical
and practical knowledge more adequate to the task. It also identifies areas of
research priorities for the behavioral and social sciences.

Root Causes of Suicide Terrorism
Fifteen years after the tragic events of 9/11, bombs are still exploding and
innocent people are being killed by terrorist groups in both western and Islamic
societies. Most of these sinisterly threatening events are motivated by religious
claims, or are taking place in religiously affected places. Is religion the main cause
of terrorism, or does terrorism still arise because of leaders who brainwash and
coach future terrorists so that they kill under the banner of religion? The religious
imagination seems to hold here an influential power in the creation of ‘delusion’ to
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orient the ‘bigot’ believers toward fulfilling their religious duty against those who
are religious in a different way or are not religious at all. Religion, in this sense, is
tightly allied with political aspirations. In spite of the religious justification of the
act of killing, ‘enlightened’ religious leaders and religious-minded people believe
and argue that religion is a source of love and affection. Therefore, the sacred
texts of religious tradition must be read from a ‘humanist’ perspective because the
ultimate message of religion is about the appreciation of the principle of humanity.
This is a growing attitude among many religious people today who believe that
God is merciful and compassionate, and never orders resentment, violence, and
killing of innocent people. In addition, no true religious tradition appreciates selfserving interpretations promoting violence against others. If religion disregards
love, affection, and compassion as its essence, it drops into the dire vortex of
ideological dogma, as it is in the case for the Taliban, ISIS, Boko Haram, and AlShabab. Therefore, any interpretation that admits violence and killing would be a
mere provincial reading of the religious texts agitated by purposeful intentions
aimed at political goals. This book investigates and addresses the root causes of
terrorism from a religious studies perspective. The themes analysed and discussed
here mainly include a range of religious and philosophical issues such as religious
violence in scriptural monotheism, radical interpretations of religious texts,
militancy and sacrifice, apocalypticism and terrorism, and religious terrorism
today. The book brings together new approaches adopted by the authors to not
only trace the causes of terrorism in various religious interpretations and realms,
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but also reach a common definition of the main religious causes beyond diverse
perspectives, and advance solutions against religious-inspired terrorism.

The Roots of Terrorism in Israel and Palestine
A sobering, thought-provoking study of suicide terrorism analyzes the political logic
and motivations behind the phenomenon, charting incidents of suicide terrorism
around the world since World War II, examining key patterns in the events,
assessing their impact on the political process, and outlining ways in which
governments and society can fight them. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.

The Islamic Roots of Democratic Pluralism
This book tackles the most significant issues facing Muslims today. Sachedina
argues that we must reopen the doors of religious interpretation--to correct false
interpretations, replace outdated laws, and formulate new doctrines. His book
critically analyzes Muslim teachings on such issues as pluralism, civil society, war
and peace, and violence and self-sacrifice.

Root Causes of Terrorism
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Cutting the Fuse offers a wealth of new knowledge about the origins of suicide
terrorism and strategies to stop it. Robert A. Pape and James K. Feldman have
examined every suicide terrorist attack worldwide from 1980 to 2009, and the
insights they have gleaned from that data fundamentally challenge how we
understand the root causes of terrorist campaigns today—and reveal why the War
on Terror has been ultimately counterproductive. Through a close analysis of
suicide campaigns by Al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Lebanon, Israel, Chechnya, and Sri Lanka, the authors
provide powerful new evidence that, contrary to popular and dangerously mistaken
belief, only a tiny minority of these attacks are motivated solely by religion.
Instead, the root cause is foreign military occupation, which triggers secular and
religious people alike to carry out suicide attacks. Cutting the Fuse calls for new,
effective solutions that America and its allies can sustain for decades, relying less
on ground troops in Muslim countries and more on offshore, over-the-horizon
military forces along with political and economic strategies that empower local
communities to stop terrorists in their midst.

Dying to Win
The phenomenon of globalization applies to political violence as well as to more
benign aspects of life. Most people in the West, as well as the Third World,
politicians and media included, are still missing this point. As a result, they are
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failing to adapt to the new realities--unlike their enemies. Dilemmas of Democracy
and Dictatorship is a collection of essays Radu has published over the past decade.
Some are opinion pieces; others are academic articles. The topics include political
violence and terrorism in general, and in specific areas--Latin America, the
Balkans, Turkey, Sub-Saharan Africa, Western and Eastern Europe. Radu discusses
the causes and methods of contemporary terrorism, the process of state decay in
some African countries, and mentalities and absurdities in Latin and Balkan
politics. He also points out Western European illusions, delusions, and attitudes,
and reviews American policy and confusion in dealing with the Third World. At
times the analysis is political, other times military, and often it is sociological or
psychological. In the author's words he is "always politically incorrect." The
approach is multidisciplinary. What ties these disparate essays together is Radu's
personal experience--both as a field researcher and in a few cases as a participant
in ongoing events, and his personal idiosyncrasies, opinions, and perception of
areas visited. These essays clearly demonstrate that in the face of globalization
the world is not a village but a conglomerate of differences. This volume will be of
particular interest to students of political violence, insurgency/guerrilla warfare,
and Third World politics, journalists, and policymakers. Michael S. Radu is senior
fellow and co-chairman of the Center on Terrorism at the Foreign Policy Research
Institute in Philadelphia. Educated in communist Romania and at Columbia
University, he has taught in the United States and South Africa. He has traveled to
over forty countries doing research on local politics and political violence and has
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served as electoral observer in four countries, including as a UN observer in
Cambodia. He is the author or editor of ten books.

What Makes a Terrorist?
The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the United States brought the issue of
terrorism to the forefront of American attention and controversy. To determine how
to prevent further destruction, it is necessary to understand the shadowy
phenomenon that causes it. Who are the terrorists? What are their motives? What
are the roots of this form of violence, and will it come to an end? What exactly is
terrorism?

Terrorism Democracy
Rethinking the Roots of Terrorism seeks to explain why terrorism occurs. This
study provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary survey that investigates the
motivations, reasons and causes of terrorism at all levels in society, and more
specifically in the context of the Middle East.

Dictatorship Vs. Democracy (Terrorism and Communism) a
Reply to Karl Kautsky, by Leon Trotsky [pseud.] With a Preface
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by H. N. Brailsford, and a Foreword by Max Bedact
The Political Economy of Terrorism presents a widely accessible political economy
approach to the study of terrorism. It applies economic methodology – theoretical
and empirical – combined with political analysis and realities to the study of
domestic and transnational terrorism. In so doing, the book provides both a
qualitative and quantitative investigation of terrorism in a balanced up-to-date
presentation that informs students, policy makers, researchers and the general
reader of the current state of knowledge. Included are historical aspects, a
discussion of watershed events, the rise of modern-day terrorism, examination of
current trends, the dilemma of liberal democracies, evaluation of counterterrorism,
analysis of hostage incidents and much more. The new edition expands coverage
of every chapter, adds a new chapter on terrorist network structures and
organization, accounts for changes in the Department of Homeland Security and
the USA Patriot Act and insurance against terrorism. Rational-actor models of
terrorist and government behavior and game-theoretic analysis are presented for
readers with no prior theoretical training. Where relevant, the authors display
graphs using data from International Terrorism: Attributes of Terrorist Events
(ITERATE), the Global Terrorism Database (GTD), and other public-access data sets.
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